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Abstract

This article deals with a hierarchy/distributed control system for
sodium system in Liquid Metal Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR). The
control system consists of mini-computers, a computerized control panel
and distributed front-end control units with micro-computer. In this
system, the concentration of the plant operation information and the dis-
tribution of the control function are aimed to improve the man-machine
communication to increase the system availability. The preheating control
device with micro-computer dealing with several thousands temperature con-
trol points and the preheating system to maintain piping and component
above the sodium melting temperature, had been developed and tested at
actual sodium test facilities, and the result is satisfactory for system
requirement to apply to the actual prototype LMFBR.

1. Introduction
The trend toward ever larger and more sophisticated nuclear plants

has accentuated the requirement for their safe and efficient operation,
and this has stimulated extensive studies in the utilization of digital
computers and micro computers for nuclear power plant control and moni-
toring. For a sodium-cooled Fast Breeder Reactor (FBR) which contains
additional systems and components compared with Light Water Reactor
(LWR), operation procedure and control system are accordingly more
complicated. Considering this situation, we had been developed, for
the first step in 1976, centralized full automation system composed of
duplex-computer for sodium test facilities in our laboratory, which has
several thousands control points.

Furthermore, for the second step, authors have been designed more
advanced and more reliable control system with operating experience of
the automation system to apply to the actual prototype FBR. Combined
structure of a hierarchy computer complex and a distributed control
subsystem are aimed in our study to improve the performance, man-machine
communication, reliability and construction and/or arrangement flexi-
bility. And this concept will agree with the technical trend, to con-
centrate the plant operation information and to distribute the control
function. Improvement of a microprocessor and/or micro computer, which
has high-performance and high-reliability at the front-end controller,
can be contributed to solve problems related to control that would be
encountered in future, in the FBR operations.

The preheating system using micro computer had been developed to
apply mainly FBR, and had been tested at the actual sodium test facil-
ities .

2. Aspect of the prototype FBR plant control systems
The first prototype FBR in Japan will be composed of the major

systems such as Reactor, Primary Cooling System, Intermediate Heat
Exchanger (IHX), Secondary Cooling System, Auxiliary Cooling System
(ACS), Steam Generator, Turbine-Generator, Electrical Equipment and
Auxiliaries. The plant control system will provide overall control
and coordination of the above systems for all operation period. TMI
accident typically requires to the control and instrumentation system
more efficiency and surely surveilance to assimiliate a vast quantity
of plant information. In addition, as the operation of the FBR is
highly dependent on rapid and accurate monitoring of nuclear and
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thermal processes, the utilization of computers is becoming standard
which results improved operation performance. Furthermore, advanced
electronic control panel and multiplexing technology to reduce cable
quantities and to increase performance are being considered.

The functional configuration of computer systems for the typical
prototype FBR is shown in Figure-1, and its functional description, ex-
cept offsite computers, is briefly shown in Table-1 . Site computers
are allocated by respective functions and each block computer is design-
ed with reliable duplex or multi system.

3. Automation System for Cooling System

3.1 Centralized Full Automation System
Centralized full automation system mainly composed of duplex system
with process computer T0SBAC-40C was developed in 1976 for sodium
test facilities in our laboratory. Components included in these
facilities are: 10 tanks, 6 electro-magnetic pumps, 13 heat exchan-
gers, 4 cold traps, 5 plugging indicators, 120 sodium valves, 60
argon valves and 800 electrical heaters. The test facilities are
devided into four loops and these can be ooerated independently.
The automation system are consisted of TOSBAC-40C duplex system,
interactive computerized operator console, interface between com-
puter and plant actuators, system interlock and safety protection
system.

The automatic operation system was developed aiming: (1) fully
automated simultaneous operation of four test loops by means of
digital computer directly, (2) computerized operator console with
improved man-machine communication for the numerous plant input/
output signals, (3) ultimate safety protection measures to be
provided by separate hardware independently of the computer system,
whose function would thereby be dispensed of consideration for pro-
tection and plant/computer interfaces to assure high reliability
and safety. Computer system assures fully automated normal opera-
tion of the four sodium test loops, including start up, steady state
run and shut down. Excluded from this automatic system are the
functions of inspection and testing, as well as the maintenance
operation before start up and after shut down. Particular effort
was applied to automation of the start up and shut down operations,
which call for the manipulation of more than 100 valves and compo-
nents in appropriate procedure, and the supervision and control of
800 temperature control points.

The basic sequences of operation are largely common to all of the
four loops; (1) start up preparation, (2) argon gas exchange,
(3) preheat, (4) sodium charge, (5) steady state run, (6) heat down,
(7) drain, (8) plug check, (9) reset operation. Direct digital
control (DDC) items for this system are as follows: (1) temperature
ON/OFF control for 550 loops, (2) temperature PID control for 250
loops, (3) air flow cooling control for 20 loops, (4) sodium flow
control with multivariable control method for 13 loops, (5) opera-
tion of sodium valve for 120 pts, (6) operation of argon valve for
60 pts, (7) operation of damper for 20 pts, (8) other components
operation for 100 pts.

Computer hardware system is shown in Figure 2. The sequence control
program using plant table method like a COPOS R^ (Computerized Optimum
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Plant Operation System), man-machine communication program for
interactive computerized operator console equipped with colour
cathode-ray tube (CRT) display device like a PODIA® (Plant Opera-
tion by Displayed Information and Automation), DDC programs and
others, have been developed for assuring automatic plant control.

Three years operating experience of this full automation system
have gained fully satisfactorily compared with conventional manual
control system. Especially, the control performance by DDC, one
man operation, supervisory function and man-machine communication
have been greatly improved. Through these experiences, the require-
ments of remaining free manual operation if required, on line main-
tenance function of the system and more reliable system have been
newly recognized to be necessary,

3.2 Distributed Control System
Actual cooling system in the FBR is similar to the test facilities
in our laboratory, with respect to basic components and its opera-
tion procedure. Nevertheless it is important but troublesome job
to control the system, the operator should operate cooling system,
such as cooling system complex and additional components compared
with LWR, during plant starts up or shuts down. In addition, con-
trol panel size reduction, high reliable device and cable quantities
reduction are serious problem to accomplish the prototype FBR in
Japan.

Because of this situation, we have designed more advanced and relia-
ble control system than the automation system described above.
Figure-3 presents newly developed control system and Table-2 shows
functions allocated to each control unit.

Concept of the newly developed control syscem is aimed to acquire
the following functions: (1) man-machine communication and sur-
veillance function should be further improved through computerized
control panel, (2) actuators should be controlled by distributed
front-end controllers separated from centralized computer, not only
automate fully the cooling system by one man but also can be operated
freely as the conventional manual operation system, (3) online main-
tenance partially avoiding the system failure should be improved,
(A) system diagnostic function should be further improved.

Process computer TOSBAC-7 having high performance and high reliable
than TOSBAC-40, had been newly developed.

Already, programmable logic controller (PLC) TOSMAP (Toshiba Micro-
processor Aided Power Controller) had been developed and improved to
the actual power plant. TOSDIC (Toshiba Direct Digital Controller)
had been also developed and improved to the actual industries widely.
These TOSMAP and TOSDIC can be linked between process computer TOSBAC-
7. Therefore, this control system can be composed of a hierarchy and
distributed complex system to make sure the concentration of plant
information and distribution of control functions. Though several
tens kinds of temperature control device have bee.i frequently availed
in industries, there are not suitable preheating control device for
FBR, which controls a numerous quantity of temperature control points
more than several thousands. Considering these situations, preheating
system especially for FBR have been developed.
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4. Distributed Preheating System

4.1 General
Generally, the design of distributed control system defines the in-
vestigation of system optimization with respect to concentration and
distribution. If the distribution of devices proceeds ultimately,
it will greatly increase cost, space, complexity of maintenance and
communication between computer, like that of the conventional con-
trol devices. On the other hand, lack of distribution will occur same
problem on the full automation system described above. Therefore,
moderate distribution level depending on its system scale will be
expressed by the following equations.

f (wn) =

ni : parameter relating to system requirements
wi : weight coeff. of ni
m : scale variable

4.2 System Requirements
1. With similar equation described above, our centralized automa-

tion function would be gained; improved man-machine communication
with computerized control panel, centralized data processing and
monitoring, control performance such as rate of change control
depending on operating procedure and balanced temperature distri-
bution.

2. Direct digital control should be done with front-end controller,
to continue control and monitor when the computer released.

3. Front-end controller should be allocated to each suitable block
to keep the system availability without backing-up system.

4. Manual operation would be selected freely and partially if ope-
rator required.

5. Optimization of cost performance ratio

6. Reducing total space

7. Reducing cable quantities

8. Having system and self diagnostic function

9. Keeping suitable information-transmission ratio between computer
and front-end controllers

10. To have a long life without failure and any trouble

11. Maintenanceability

12. Modulated system for expansion and modification

13. Simplified system

4.3 Function and System Allocations
Function and their system allocations are basically defined as shown
in Table-3.
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4.4 Preheating Control Device
Preheating control device as a front-end controller have been
devided into a control unit, a relay unit and a power switch unit
with electric leakage to ground detection and breaking feature
(ELB). Figure-4 shows a conceptual architecture of this device.

Normally a set of three modules such as a control unit, a relay
unit and a ELB unit, is used to control heaters, but it is possible
to use only a control unit to monitor the temperature points.
Prototype FBR will have about three thousands heaters and about
two thousands monitoring inputs.

4.5 Architecture of Preheating Control Device
Optimum solution with respect to distribution found out with con-
sidering investigation of equation (1) and under the technical res-
triction. 256 points are maximum quantities to be processed for each
control unit, and its should be divided by 16 groups x 16 points/
group at maximum.

A ELB unit contains 16 ELBs and each ELB turn on or off 16 SSRs and
the numbers of SSR corresponds to the numbers of heaters.

A relay unit contains 128 SSRs as a standard board size.

A control unit has a micro computer with process input and output,
control panel, power supply and transmission module, but the reference
block terminals to compensate the thermo-couple cold point are ex-
cluded. The reference block would be equipped to a respective place
locally and multi wire cable would be installed for the reduction of
cable quantities and expensive thermo-couple compensating wire.

Specification of micro computer
CPU :
Memory : RAM, ROM, N-RAM, total 8 kW

Process input
Analogue : 256 T/C + off set point
Digital : 16 ELB status+SSR status (option)

Process output
Digital (TTL) : 256 points for alarm indicators

256 points for SSR
Digital (Power type) : 256 points for EMR (option)
parallel input/output: 1 set for thyristor control (option)

Interface for operator console

Transmission module : 1 set

Photo-1 shows the prototype preheating control device developed in
1978, and the device was demonstrated in actual sodium test loop in
Oarai Engineering Center of Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Develop-
ment Corporation (PNC), in 1979.

In the device shown in photo-1, transmission module is not included
but a reference block is included in a control unit.

5. Conclusion
As a result of the experimental study of the possibility of ef-

ficiently operating and controlling the sodium cooling system, a hier-
archy and distributed computer complex system can be contributed
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significantly to solve the problems related to control system that would
be encountered in the actual prototype FBR oneration. Particularly, the
preheating de-'ice newly developed was demonstrated in actual sodium
test loop which installed in PNC Oarai Engineering Center, without any
trouble.

In considering future technology n~ospect related to control system,
materials and devices using in the system may be changed by rapid pro-
gress of electronics along with performance and reliability, and also
the concept and architecture of the control system discussed aVove would
be improved more and more frequently and realistically.
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Table-1. Functions of computer

Functions

Hain Computer

+

Display Computer

1 .

a.

J .

5 .

1 .

2 .

Core performance
calculation

BOP Performance

calculation
Operation guide

Scan, Log fi
Record
Data Gathering

Centratized
Display with
COT

Alarm
Analysis
Display

In-core

Diagnostic

Computer

Following
diagnostic

1.

2.

3 .

4 .

5.

6.

Failed
Fuel Detec-
tion
Bulk & Local

Noise
Analysis

Fluctuation
Method

Sodium
Boiling
Detection

Reactivily
Diagnostic
Loose

arts

Primary

Cooling Sys.

Computer

1. Scan, log
and mnniftor

2. Sodium
leak monitor

3. Operation
guide and
supervisory
of Primary J

cooling Sys.
operation

Secondary

Cooling Sys.

Computer

1. Full auto-
mation c
Man-machine
communica-
tion

(See detai l
Table-2)

1.

2 .

3 .

4 .

Fuel

Handling

Computer
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control for
Fuel
Handling
Machine and
Rotating
Plug

Prevent
mi sopera-
tion

Control &
Imaging of
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Viewer

Hanaqe the
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X.

2.

3 .

4 .

5.

6 .

Computer
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Radioactive
Exposure
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In/Out the
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Table-2. Function Allocation of Cooling System

Naaw

Functions
1.

2 .

4 .

5.

6 .

Supervisory
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control
panel
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Control
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3 .
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f o r
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Annuncia-
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Control
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Control-
lers

Preheating

1.

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

Controller

Preheat-
i n g
Control

Automa-
tion
preheat-
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Scan, Alarm
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supervisory
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Han-machine
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Logic
Controller

TO SUP
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control
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Table-3. Functions and syateM allocation* of preheating ayateM

Photo-1; Preheating Control Device

(Left to right; • control unit, a r«l*y unit
and a ELB unit)
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7, Manual operation
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Salf
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